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Key features: Design 3D buildings
and many other types of drawings

with the object-based, user-
interface CAD paradigm. Supports

3D modeling of assemblies and
drawings. Supports 2D drafting

and editing. Provides cross-
platform support for Macintosh,
Windows, and Linux. Offers the

ease of an integrated
environment. Integrated
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animation, rendering, and
simulation for creating walk-

throughs of a design. Supports
AutoCAD DWG and DXF standard
file formats Supports an Object
Linking and Embedding (OLE)

enabled format Fast and accurate
through both collaborative and

local-machine design. Integrated
capabilities to interact with other
programs via DWG, DGN, IGES,

and STEP file formats. Integrated
capabilities to interact with other
programs via DWG, DGN, IGES,
and STEP file formats. Supports

the AutoLISP programming
language Supports limited 2D
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CAD and post-processing drawing
capabilities Supports unlimited
master pages and page size.

Supports unlimited master pages
and page size. Features a move
tool as well as many other tools

for creating 2D drawings Supports
many keyboard shortcuts and

mouse shortcuts Supports many
keyboard shortcuts and mouse
shortcuts Supports the ability to
review the history of a drawing,
as well as the ability to undo,

redo, and/or remember a drawing
Supports the ability to review the
history of a drawing, as well as
the ability to undo, redo, and/or
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remember a drawing Supports
many standard windows and
dialog boxes Supports many
standard windows and dialog

boxes Supports collaboration via
the Internet Supports

collaboration via the Internet
Supports the ability to display

DWG and DGN files via the
Windows operating system

Supports the ability to display
DWG and DGN files via the
Windows operating system

Supports the ability to create DXF
files and import them into the

AutoCAD Supports the ability to
create DXF files and import them
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into the AutoCAD Accessibility
Features History AutoCAD has
gone through several major

revisions. The current version is
19, released in 2009. A brief

history of AutoCAD is as follows.
The first AutoCAD products were

released in 1982. Originally,
AutoCAD was developed by Jim
Warren of Coronado, California.
Jim Warren started developing

AutoC

AutoCAD

Net large-scale integration design
and implementation for AutoCAD
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has been supported. These
include Microsoft Office

Communicator, and a version of
the VB programming language for

AutoCAD. AutoCAD 2010
introduces ABAP, AutoCAD's first
Object-Oriented API. It makes it
possible to access the drawing
database with ABAP (and other

languages, like Tcl and Javascript)
to perform calculations or

visualizations that can be used for
CAD data mining. The previous
versions of AutoCAD are now

deprecated. The main support for
previous versions continues with
Add-ons and as of 2014, the only
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support for non-2017 versions of
AutoCAD is via the Autodesk

Exchange (formerly Autodesk Add-
Ons) for legacy releases through
2016 and via Legacy Support for

2012 and 2013, which is primarily
for "in-house" users. Additionally,

the AutoCAD product family
includes a "developer edition" of

AutoCAD, which is capable of
writing AutoCAD extensions. In

AutoCAD 2016,.NET was replaced
by the new ObjectARX C++

library. Support for previous C++
APIs continued through 2018. VBA
(Visual Basic for Applications) and

Visual LISP continue to be
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available as well, as do the
standard AutoLISP and Visual LISP

APIs. Technical integration
Several vendors supply third-
party add-ons for AutoCAD,

including CINEMA 4D (based on
MFC), FusionWorks (based on MS
Foundation), FreeCAD (based on
QT), and MagicaVoxel (based on

OpenGL). According to the
developer's website, there are six

main integrated CAD systems:
Fusion CAD from Fusion

Technology International CAD
Station from PTC CADalyst from

PTC Cadofacture from
Cadofacture X-Manager by Arbor
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Networks Ming CAD from
Novaworks Inc. CAD Station

supports joint development of its
own plugins and CINEMA 4D,

FusionWorks and CADalyst share
the same development

framework. FreeCAD is open
source and builds on top of a

general framework, but the actual
rendering engine is still

proprietary. MS Open Source,
MagicaVoxel's and Cadofacture's
plugins all use the GLLayer class,
which was also used in CINEMA
4D. CADalyst and CADStation

both share the same
development framework. MagicaV
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2000sThe annual drop in airfares
around Thanksgiving is likely to
be smaller this year than in
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previous years, with increases in
fuel prices, higher oil prices and a
global economic slowdown that is
impacting travel. The decrease in
airfares is caused by large
carriers, such as American, United
and Delta, passing on savings
from lower fuel costs and fewer
business and leisure travelers to
the less profitable routes they fly.
The reduction in airfares is
expected to be closer to a 2
percent decline for American,
United and Delta, according to
the industry forecaster, Jefferies &
Co. But a 2 percent drop in
airfares is already being eroded
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by a 3.4 percent increase in fuel
costs, an increase of 2.3 percent
in fuel costs this year, according
to the airline trade publication,
Airline Business. These factors are
expected to push the airfares
down further in the coming weeks
as the decline in airfares takes a
bigger bite into the profits of the
airlines. “We are going to see a
lot of airline earnings to get cut
very significantly this quarter,”
said Ian Chernus, chief executive
of the consulting firm Business
Travel Insights. “The less demand
there is, the less the airfares will
drop.” Many airlines are also
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absorbing the cost of higher oil
prices, which are up 25 percent
this year. Meanwhile, the cost of
jet fuel has jumped 10 percent in
the past year, according to the
U.S. Energy Information
Administration. The average price
of jet fuel at an airport close to
where American has its
headquarters in Fort Worth, Tex.,
has risen to $3.22 a gallon on
Friday, from $2.71 a gallon a year
ago. This year, American’s
average seat price is forecast to
decline 1.2 percent to $215 per
mile from $218.50 a year ago,
according to Jefferies. The
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company’s industry profits are
expected to decrease 9.1 percent
to $1.65 billion from $1.82 billion
in

What's New In AutoCAD?

Drawing Tools: Edit tool revisions
are easier than ever with the
latest improvements in geometry-
based editing tools, improved
review tools, a new Ruler
submenu, and more. (video: 1:50
min.) The new Toolset includes
updated annotation tools and
printing tools that make it easier
to interact with your designs.
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Snap-to-Grid tools help you
position objects more precisely
and are now better positioned for
more commands. The new Free-
form tool handles more drawing
than any other tool and is easier
than ever to use. The Snipping
Tool gives you the ability to
capture an area and save it as a
PNG, JPG or PDF image file. The
new Paths and Draw Order
submenu makes it easier than
ever to coordinate drawing steps.
New shapes are easier to interact
with and provide a better surface
for 2D and 3D annotations.
Dimensioning tools now help you
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quickly and easily annotate your
drawings. The Liquid Measure
function makes it possible to
measure the exact size and
volume of an object, including 3D
models. Complex measurement
calculation tools have been
expanded to accommodate more
measurement types, including
custom measurement types. The
New Shape tool now includes the
ability to work with groups of
objects, which makes it easier to
align objects. Rectangle snap-to-
Grid tools help you align objects
more precisely and are better
positioned for more commands.
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Drag and drop functionality
makes it possible to drag multiple
objects and place them more
easily. More Geo-configuration
options help you use the drawing
tools more efficiently. The “Build”
function has been improved to
include a new “Paint” option. The
“Paint” function can now be used
to easily paint and fill an object
using a new brush tool. Tools to
improve the consistency and
functionality of your work have
been added to all applications,
including the new shape tools for
the Erase tool and Paint tool. New
measurement calculation tools
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help you make certain
calculations more quickly and
efficiently. New measurement tool
options help you perform faster
and more accurate
measurements. Improved 3D
annotation tools help you easily
and precisely annotate 3D
models. The “Build” function has
been improved to include a new
“Paint” option. The “Paint”
function can now be used to
easily
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

For optimal performance, you
need a modern system.
Recommended Minimum
Specification: Processor: 2.0GHz
or faster Memory: 4GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 11-compatible
graphics card with 1GB video RAM
DirectX: Version 11 Hard Drive:
80GB available space Sound
Card: DirectX 9-compatible sound
card DirectX: Version 9 or newer
Networking: Broadband Internet
connection Additional Notes:
Windows 7 or later is required to
run Windows Media Center.
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